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Icon of everyday fashion
Jeans symbolises a stylish look at an affordable price, adolescent
and dynamic in its expression, no matter the actual age of the
person wearing it.
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IDENTICAL FINISH
in the 1-row board and
3-row slat pattern
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DEMOCRATIC FLOORS
FOR HER AND FOR HIM
A collection of 7 fashionable and blockbusting floors with identical finish,
in the 1-row board pattern – for Him, and in the 3-row slat pattern – for
Her. Owing to this it is possible to combine both the designs in various
rooms, preserving the colour scheme effect.
The adhesive-free 2G joint makes for quick and clean assembly. They are
well suited for installation over underfloor heating systems.

2-sided
microbevel
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ADHESIVEFREE CLICK
ASSEMBLY
SYSTEM

floor
heating: yes

hard wood

square
edge

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

2200x182x13,3 mm
(1R)

2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

Baltic Wood

|
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Main features
of the collection

Grade
of oak wood
100% natural wood

OAK CLASSIC

Three-layered structure of 2.7 mm thick top layer

Contrasts of wood colour and pattern, medium-sized

made of oak, and the middle and bottom layers made

knots, and no external sapwood.

of spruce.

SQUARE EDGE OR MICROBEVEL
System of perfect floor element matching with
guarantee of the effect of perfectly uniform surfaces,
with almost imperceptible joints between individual
boards.
Delicately crafted 2mV microbevel on the short and
long sides of the board which enhances the shape
of individual boards.

OAK VILLA
Colour variation, medium-sized knots, occasional,
up to 20% of the elements, sapwood
in up to 8% of the board width.

2G adhesive-free
assembly system
Adhesive-free joint, which enables a quick and clean
installation. The floor is ready to be used right on
installation.

Oak COTTAGE
Distinctly rustic character, sharp wood colour and

Installation over
underfloor heating

pattern contrasts, large knots, up to 15% of the
batch elements may contain sapwood with surface
limitation, and about 40% of the batch elements may
contain sapwood in 20% of the surface.

Every floor in the collection can be installed over
underfloor heating, thanks to which you will achieve
the effect of a floor which is always warm to the
touch.
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Stylish look
7 pairs of fashionable and hit floors of colours and
characters redolent of the climate and style of European
metropolises.

PERFECT MATCH
Thanks to identical finish it is possible
to combine both designs in various
rooms in an apartment or a house,
without the need to give up on the visual
effect, and the costs of the floor going
down.

DIFFERENT PATTERNS
You can choose your ideal floor in the the
design of the one-row board – wide or
slim (for HIM), and the three-row slat (for
HER).

WELL PROTECTED
Jeans floors are covered with 7 layers
of varnish, thanks to which they become
sturdy, durable, and take on a beautiful,
uniform shine.
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ONE_4HIM

ONE_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
Frosty & Frosty matt lacq. brushed
12
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

transparent ECO oil brushed 4mV
Baltic Wood

|
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AVAILABLE in size:
2200x182x13,3 mm 1R
2200x148x13,3 mm 1R

TWO_4HIM

TWO_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x182x13,3 mm
(1R)

2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood
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THREE_4HIM

THREE_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
Cashmere & Cashmere matt lacq. brushed
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x182x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

Cashmere & Cashmere matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood
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AVAILABLE in Villa grading
in size:
2200x182x13,3 mm 1R

FOUR_4HIM

FOUR_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
matt lacq. brushed
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x182x13,3 mm
(1R)

2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood
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FIVE_4HIM

FIVE_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
Amber & Amber matt lacq. brushed
20

Baltic Wood
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

Amber & Amber matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood
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SIX_4HIM

SIX_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R
Smoky & Smoky matt lacq. brushed
22
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Oak CLASSIC 1R
2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

Smoky & Smoky matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood
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SEVEN_4HIM

SEVEN_4HER

Oak Cottage 1R

Oak CLASSIC 1R

Taupe & Taupe matt lacq. brushed
24
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2200x148x13,3 mm
(1R)

2190x182x13,3 mm
(3R)

Taupe & Taupe matt lacq. brushed
Baltic Wood

|

Jeans Collection
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Fashionable
universal floor
For many years now denim has been used to adorn
both women and men. It is a democratic offering par
excellence – for both sexes and for every budget.
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Knowledge
and experience

Baltic Wood

The company was founded 20 years ago in Poland

Baltic Wood combines fascination for the beauty
of wood and knowledge about its specialist
treatment. Thanks to this, Baltic Wood floors
are not only beautiful, but also perfect in terms
of quality – durable, functional and easy to
maintain on a regular basis.

and quickly expanded its brand into the international
marketplace. Today, thanks to an extensive partner
network, Baltic Wood floors reach clients in 62
countries all over the world. The modern production
plant, the company head office and the sales offices
are located in the town of Jasło, the Subcarpathian
Province.

SUPREME QUALITY
Creating floors of the highest quality is our main
goal and priority in the strategy of the company
development. All the processes – designing,
planning, manufacturing and delivering the goods –
are based on a single, coherent Integrated Quality
and Environmental Management System.

WE CARE FOR THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
We love nature and therefore we take so much care
to make the manufacturing of Baltic Wood floors

OUR MISSION
We believe that the floor made of the highest quality
wood is that which lends a unique character to

meet the most rigorous conservation standards.
The supreme quality and care for the environment
certified by: FSC, M1, TÜV.

every interior – both the classical and the modern
one. That is why we continually follow the latest
trends in design so as to cater to the tastes of both
traditionalists and those who value more avant-garde
design.
28
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Three-layered
floors

Wooden floors
Nature offers beauty, harmony, elegance and style
which cannot be replaced with any substitute.

precision of workmanship +
reliable use

WOODEN FLOOR
Thanks to the natural properties of the material and
its characteristic and original look, wooden flooring
makes it possible to create a cosy, distinguished
interior with a touch of comfort and safety. Wood is
warm and pleasant to the touch, and so it makes you
want to walk barefoot around every nook and cranny
of the house. Besides, it has very practical qualities –
it muffles noises and sounds of footsteps. The natural
material also ensures a long lifetime – time is on its
side, making it look more and more noble, and thanks
to its (multiple) renovatability, we can enjoy its unchanging beauty for many years.

Baltic Wood wooden floors owe their uniqueness primarily to nature inspiringly displayed in flooring compositions that lend interiors a fascinating character.

THE STRUCTURE
OF THREE-LAYERED FLOOR
Baltic Wood floor comprises three layers. The top layer
made of noble wood (2.7-6.6 mm thick) is covered
with seven coats of lacquer or two coats of oil. Both
the finishes make up, on the floor surface, a thin,
flexible and durable protective coating. The middle

Care for nature
With the support of innovative technology compliant with the highest
quality standards, Baltic Wood
wooden floors are sustainable and
eco-friendly.
30

layer (approx. 8.9 mm thick) includes transverse spruce
slats that reinforce the floor flexibility. The bottom
layer (approx. 1.6 mm thick) is made of uniform
spruce veneer, which stabilises and stiffens the whole
structure.
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Wooden floor
maintenance

Vacuum clean the floor
Regularly (at least twice a week) clean your floors
with a vacuum cleaner and a special brush attachment
or with a soft sweeper. Floor mopping must be preceded
by vacuum-cleaning.

Take proper care of your
pet’s claws
Regularly cut the claws of your pets, which will protect
your floor from scratches. Remember to wipe clean
the paws of your dog every time you come back from
a walk – this way you will keep dirt and sand away from
your interiors.
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Use appropriate cleaning
agents

Protect the floor
against dirt

Clean wooden floors with a moist, but not wet mop.

Doormats – a mixture of water and sand, coupled with

The excessive amount of water can cause swelling,

intense wear of the floor brings about the same effect

warping or discoloration of the floor. Accidentally

as rubbing the floor with sandpaper. Doormats placed

spilt liquids must be immediately wiped up, otherwise

at the front door and the exit to the terrace protect the

the stains will become hardly removable. Do not apply

floor against dirt. Keep doormats clean – replace them

waxes, as they can easily matt the wooden surface.

from time to time.

Protect the floor
against scratching

Remember about air
humidity

Chair or furniture legs can scratch the floor surface.

Keep an optimal air humidity level in the rooms,

Use protective caps – chair and furniture legs

i.e. around 30-60% and temperature of 20°C; in winter,

should be covered with protective felt pads, and

when the air humidity level drops, use air humidifiers.

in the case of swivel chairs choose ones with special

Remember that wood will naturally tend to achieve

castors intended for wooden surfaces. Do not use

the state of hygroscopic balance – it is important to air

impermeable rubber mats and carpets.

the rooms from time to time.
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Sustainable
solutions
For years now, Baltic Wood has been pursuing
its own eco-friendly policy with ambitious
conservation goals, which help protect
the environment and live in harmony with
nature. The company’s environmental
awareness comes to be reflected in all the areas
of its activity.

Product index

FLOOR

SIZE

INDEX

PAGE

ONE_4HIM OAK Cottage 1R Frosty & Frosty matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ES49WE-1

12

ONE_4HER OAK Classic 3R Frosty & Frosty matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ES499E-1

13

TWO_4HIM OAK Cottage 1R Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ESB9WE-1

14

TWO_4HIM OAK Cottage 1R Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed 2mV 2G

2200x182x13,3 mm

WM-1ALD1ESB99E-1

14

TWO_4HIM OAK Cottage 1R Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed 2mV 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WM-1ALD2ESB9WE-1

14

TWO_4HER OAK Classic 3R Ivory & Cream matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ESB99E-1

15

THREE_4HIM OAK COTTAGE 1R Cashmere & Cashmere matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ESC9WE-1

16

THREE_4HER OAK Classic 3R Cashmere & Cashmere matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ESC99E-1

17

FOUR_4HIM OAK COTTAGE 1R matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ESL3WE-1

18

FOUR_4HIM OAK Villa 1R matt lacq. brushed 2mV 2G

2200x182x13,3 mm

WM-1AKD1ESL39E-1

18

FOUR_4HER OAK Classic 3R matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ESL39E-1

19

FIVE_4HIM OAK COTTAGE 1R Amber & Amber matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ES55WE-1

20

FIVE_4HER OAK Classic 3R Amber & Amber matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ES559E-1

21

SIX_4HIM OAK Cottage 1R Smoky & Smoky matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ESC5WE-1

22

SIX_4HER OAK Classic 3R Smoky & Smoky matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ESC59E-1

23

SEVEN_4HIM OAK COTTAGE 1R Taupe & Taupe matt lacq. brushed 2G

2200x148x13,3 mm

WE-1ALD2ES54WE-1

24

SEVEN_4HER OAK Classic 3R Taupe & Taupe matt lacq. brushed 2G

2190x182x13,3 mm

WE-1A454ES549E-1
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Note:
Baltic Wood S.A. reserves the right to change the technical parameters of the
products on offer as well as to discontinue them.
Baltic Wood floors are manufactured only from natural wood, and that is why
the shade, occurrence of knots, ring pattern and grain structures of particular
elements – boards, slats etc. – can differ from one another as well as in relation
to the photos included in all Baltic Wood marketing materials. The natural
variation can be noticed when comparing the final product with the samples
presented at the exposition.
The wood variety is a natural feature of this noble raw material, determining its
beauty and uniqueness.
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Icons legend:
square edge

floor heating: yes

2-sided microbevel

hard wood

ADHESIVE-FREE
CLICK ASSEMBLY SYSTEM

becomes
slightly darker
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Be BALTIC = Be ECO
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www.balticwood.eu

